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Episode 1 Show Notes 

For this first episode I thought it might be useful to run through who I am and why I’ve decided to 

start a podcast, as well as what you can expect from future episodes.  

If you follow me on social media, or have worked with me before then you will of course know who I 

am, but for those who don’t, I’m Ruth and I’m a counsellor and development coach based in the UK 

Peak District. I work with individuals, organisations and small businesses and my specialism is in 

what can broadly be termed ‘outdoor therapy’.  I am also a writer, occasional photographer and 

mountain runner.  

It goes without saying then that I’m interested in time outdoors for good mental health and 

wellbeing, and I’m particularly active in the areas of surviving domestic abuse (including post-

traumatic stress and growth), crisis support and suicide prevention, bereavement and loss and 

developing self-worth. That said, we all suffer on a spectrum, so how nature can support each and 

every one of us in our personal healing is an enduring and ever-unfolding fascination to me.  

For listeners who never subscribed to The Nature Letters emails, for new followers, or for those who 

have forgotten what my work is all about, then here is an extract from my first Nature Letter to give 

you a sense of what it’s all about: 

“I want to share more with you (because you can only do so much on Instagram) about my 

relationship with the outdoors and outdoor journey (what excites me, what motivates me and keeps 

me moving deeper into nature) in the belief that our personal journeys can reveal relatable, perhaps 

even Universal, truths about how to live. We all know that nature can be incredibly beautiful, and 

most of us understand that our natural world needs protecting for its own sake – but what of the 

reciprocal nature of nature? How might we engage and protect nature outside of us, and how might 

what’s outside help us to grow and develop inside? How might time spent in nature protect us 

emotionally, physically, mentally? I’m particularly interested in exploring the idea with you that our 

relationship with nature (the nature of which we’re very much a part) is the vitalizing factor in 

making our lives more meaningful. Perhaps in revealing the meaning in and for our lives. 

 

That’s not to say that nature will be everything in your life. Time outdoors might reveal that what 

really matters to you is inside. You might not be a mountain person. You might love rivers. Or forests. 

Coasts. Plants in your bathroom. All of it. Or not sure yet, which of it. But I guarantee that time 

thinking about your relationship with nature and the outdoors will not be wasted. In all likelihood, 

giving it some attention will strengthen it for good. And a strong relationship of any kind means 

you’re happier, healthier and more confident.  

 

None of this is to say that finding meaning is a short journey of course. There are no right or wrong 

answers. I'm not here to preach or teach. We each have our own internal compass of values and 

beliefs about How to Live, and what success means to us. Similarly, we will all have our own story 

with nature that's worth telling. My aim is simply to throw some ideas out to you – born from a long 

time thinking and developing my work in this area - and hope that you might explore some of them 

further in your own life. I hope that you’ll gleefully explore the outdoors and in doing so learn more 

about what’s important to you. 

 

I have chosen to call these The Nature Letters because I wanted to join with you in an old-fashioned 

conversation of sorts. I wanted to capture something informal about the experience. A dialogue over 

space and time. I wanted it to be free-ranging and capture something of the spontaneity that comes 
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from writing to a dear friend however far away they might be. I have no real agenda other than to 

share and discuss. I have no template structure in mind, or a desire to be entirely word-perfect. All I 

can hope for is that you’ll join with me, with an open mind (and heart) to start exploring what the 

outdoors means to you. And begin to listen to the stirrings within that might reveal what you want 

more of in your life, where you want to go, who you want to be. Time well-spend outdoors can do all 

of that. We just need to listen and explore.” 

So, that was then. What of now?  

Well, a month or two ago, I asked my community on Instagram to vote on whether they would like 

me to maintain the email format of the Nature Letters, or whether to switch to podcast. And, the 

votes came in, split pretty evenly. Half of you said keep the emails, and Direct Messaging me further 

told me you liked the slow format, and the chance to read and digest them at your leisure. Whilst 

the remaining half said you’d welcome a shift to the audio format. In addition, many of you 

messaged me to say, ‘both please’ which made me smile. After all, my newsletters were sporadic 

enough (‘coming with the wind’ as Randi Kay so generously put it our recent podcast interview for 

her own Simple Self Care series) so the idea that I might find time to do both was endearingly 

hopeful of my capacity, but nevertheless unrealistic. So here we are with podcasting. My concession 

though is to put a transcript of the podcast into the show notes on my website for you to download 

and file for reading at a time that suits you.  

So what opportunities will the podcast afford me (and you) that the newsletter format couldn’t? 

Well, first and foremost it means I’ll be able to mix up the content more.  

The purpose of The Nature Letters as podcast feels very much aligned with my original ideas for the 

email newsletter, except the nostalgia of the letter format has gone. That said, I still hope that the 

spirit of dialogue remains, and that you will engage with me after each episode on Instagram 

@whitepeak_ruth, in the normal way.  

Some of you may remember that I did a Walking for Life blog series back in 2016-17 – talking to 

people like you are I, about the impact walking has had on their lives. I really loved this series, and 

want to pick up the thread here with people I come across who are engaging with nature and the 

outdoors in interesting and inspiring ways as a means to self-care, improving their mental health, or 

just maintaining their emotional, spiritual and mental well-being. I don’t want to be prescriptive, I 

just know that I enjoy the personal stories of human and nature connection, and wish to give voice 

to more of those.  

There’s every chance I will also intersperse longer episodes with shorter reflections as and when 

they come. Whilst writing is a huge part of my life, it also takes time – and sometimes what is lost in 

that time is spontaneity. I have this idea that with a podcast I might be able to share more 

spontaneous moments of reflection and thought, recorded whilst out and about outdoors. I don’t 

know if it’ll work, but I’d like to try. After all, so much that is beautiful within an enduring 

relationship with nature, are the fleeting moments of wonder and awe, that lose their gravity in the 

long process of editing.  

Finally, I would like to keep an open space for things to evolve, and an audio platform seems to offer 

more potential for unforeseen variety than the email format. I have this dream of simply uploading 

the mountain wind in the Cairngorms, or the sound of birds in my local woods. Things that capture 

me. I don’t know if I ever will, but again I’d like to hold the space for possibility.  
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I suppose the switch to Podcast also signifies the changes in my own patterns of information 

consumption. Over the last year or so, I’ve really fallen in love with the podcast again; taking every 

chance I can to listen whilst driving, or listen whilst pottering in the house. At the same time, my 

work has taken on an ever-increasing verbal orientation. Where once I wrote so much more, now I 

spend many hours a week with clients talking. Giving voice to my own thoughts and feelings then, is 

a natural progression for my work, and one I feel increasingly comfortable with.  

As with the email newsletters, I’m not going to promise regularity. Promises don’t keep me 

accountable they simply lead to a shame-cycle when I inevitably can’t deliver. Instead, I’m simply 

going to set the intention to record as often as I can manage, and only when there’s something to 

say or share.  

To round-out this first episode then, I wanted to briefly pull on a thread from Letter 10, where I 

walked us through a series of steps in the process of doing a springtime mental declutter. One of 

those stages was asking the question ‘What’s bringing you fulfilment right now?’ and I went on to 

say the following “The seasons change, and so do our moods and preferences. What worked then 

won’t always work now. That’s OK. Happiness is a superfluous state” 

One of my readers Sarah, usefully challenged me on my suggestion that happiness was superfluous. 

She was right to, as I recognise that to imply such things goes directly against the prevailing culture 

of happiness-seeking. What I meant to say, really, was that happiness is transient. That the felt sense 

of happiness is one that is often fleeting and hard to hang on to. The corollary of that, was what I 

forgot to mention or develop. And that is, that a more fulfilling – realistic, nourishing, and life 

affirming - project might be the pursuit of Joy.  

Joy is one of those classic, old fashioned words that has lost its edge to happiness. There is an 

industry around happiness. A tonne of books promising it. Endless self-help guides on how to find it 

and keep it. But for all of the hype and double letters, ‘happiness’ for me, is such a thin word, lacking 

in the deceptive complexity of Joy with all of its three letters. Happiness is the empty vessel making 

the most noise, to joy’s soulful still water. 

 Ok, perhaps I’m slightly playing devil’s advocate here and tussling over semantics, but there’s 

something about the pursuit of happiness that looks to others, or to things. Happiness is external. 

It’s often future-orientated; something we feel we might attain if we just tweak this or that in our 

lives.  

Compare that to Joy, which is something internally generated. Joy is not contingent on something 

outside of you happening, or not happening. It just is. It’s a deeply felt-sense that says something 

about how you are in the world. It is an approach that encompasses happiness, but also recognises 

the inevitability of suffering and pain. We can have a hard time of life right now, but still feel joy. We 

can be unhappy, but also feel joy.  

Joy is a word that is strongly commandeered by the Christian religion, but for me what I love is its 

relationship to ‘ENJOY’. Enjoy. The Cambridge English Dictionary defines enjoy as: To get pleasure 

from the situation you are in. To become active in the state of joy. Joy is about recognising that 

whatever the here and now looks like, it is the moment that you in, and the only moment that you 

have. It’s at the heart of mindful practice, but also of gratitude, minimalism, slow living, even the 

zerowastemovement. So many modern counter-culture movements have joy for the lived moment 

at the core.   

Joy, then,  is the lake that knows there is both light on the surface and shadow in the depths.   
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Joy is the project.  

So, my invitation to you on this first episode is to go into the rest of your week from wherever you 

are now with Joy. Not in denial of the difficulties, but in conscious awareness of what is good, alive 

and present to you. How will you pursue joy today, this weekend, this month?  

With two weeks left, It’s not too late to join the Wild Life Trusts 30 Days Wild campaign, or why not 

plan to get outside this weekend for at least one hour. See what loosens in your body and mind if 

you haven’t made time to just be outside for a while.  

I must say, I feel a huge amount of joy to finally be putting this podcast together, and yet also know 

there will be ups and downs. BUT, I will aim to deliver on my intentions, and look forward to hearing 

your input as the podcast takes its own shape.   

In the meantime, please come and find me on Instagram @whitepeak_ruth, or drop me a line via the 

links on my website whitepeakwellbeing.com  

Until next time then, enjoy your outdoors, tread lightly and be active in cultivate more joy.  

 

 


